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Abstract

It is widely held that in response to high salt diets, normal individuals are acutely and chronically resistant to salt-induced hypertension because they rapidly excrete salt and retain little of it so that their blood volume, and therefore blood pressure, does not increase. Conversely, it is also widely held that salt-sensitive individuals develop salt-induced hypertension because of an impaired renal capacity to excrete salt that causes greater salt retention and blood volume expansion than that which occurs in normal salt-resistant individuals. Here we review results of both acute and chronic salt-loading studies that have compared salt-induced changes in sodium retention and blood volume between normal subjects (salt-resistant normotensive controls) and salt-sensitive subjects. The results of properly controlled studies strongly support an alternative view: during acute or chronic increases in salt intake, normal salt-resistant subjects undergo substantial salt retention and do not excrete salt more rapidly, retain less sodium, or undergo lesser blood volume expansion than do salt-sensitive subjects. These observations: 1) directly conflict with the widely held view that renal excretion of sodium accounts for resistance to salt-induced hypertension, and 2) have implications for contemporary understanding of how various genetic, immunologic, and other factors determine acute and chronic blood pressure responses to high salt diets.
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According to Hall, raising salt intake in individuals with normal kidney function "usually does not increase arterial pressure much because the kidneys rapidly eliminate the excess salt and blood volume is hardly altered."¹ This view holds that normal subjects are usually salt-resistant, i.e., resistant to the pressor effects of both acute and chronic increases in salt intake, because they are able to rapidly eliminate excess salt and avoid substantial sodium retention and volume expansion. Further, as recently stated by Crowley and Coffman, "classic Guytonian models suggest that a defect in sodium excretion by the kidney is the basis for salt sensitivity, with impaired elimination of sodium during high-salt feeding leading directly to expanded extracellular fluid volume, which promotes increased blood pressure."²

The widely held view,¹–⁸ that normal salt-resistant subjects are protected from salt-induced increases in blood pressure because they rapidly excrete a salt load⁹ and retain little sodium, is illustrated by the hypothetical study results presented in a recent review by Brands (Figure 1).⁸ This view is incorporated, in full or in part, into many contemporary accounts of how various genetic, immunologic, and other factors determine acute or chronic blood pressure responses to a high salt intake.¹, ², 6, 8, 10–15 In addition, Lifton and others have proposed that in the general population, genetic variants associated with decreased activity of sodium transporters in the renal tubule, contribute to resistance from hypertension by promoting increased salt excretion and decreased external salt balance.¹⁶–¹⁸

Recently, we noted¹⁹ that the results of acute salt-loading studies in normotensive salt-resistant subjects seem to be at odds with the widely-held view that normal subjects are usually salt-resistant because they excrete a salt load rapidly⁹ and undergo very little blood volume expansion.¹ Here we systematically review the results of studies that investigate whether normal subjects are usually resistant to the pressor effects of either acute or chronic salt loading because they rapidly excrete the excess salt and their blood volume is hardly altered.¹ While many investigators have discussed salt-loading studies in salt-resistant hypertensive subjects, few if any investigators have systematically considered the results of both acute and chronic salt-loading studies in normal individuals (salt-resistant normotensive controls).

For purposes of discussion, we refer to "acute" (short-term) salt-loading studies as those in which the salt-loading is carried out for a matter of days to no more than a week or two. We define "chronic" (long-term) salt-loading studies as those in which the salt-loading is carried out for at least three weeks, and in some cases up to a year. Because we are focused here on mechanisms that mediate resistance to salt-induced hypertension, we review studies of the effects of increasing salt intake rather than studies of dietary salt restriction or diuretic-induced salt depletion. We emphasize the results of clinical studies in which the levels of salt intake tested are within ranges observed to be consumed by humans in non-research environments. We begin by discussing the effects of acute and chronic salt-loading on external sodium balance, and then discuss the effects of acute and chronic salt-loading on blood volume.
DURING ACUTE SALT LOADING, NORMAL SALT-RESISTANT SUBJECTS USUALLY RETAIN LARGE AMOUNTS OF SODIUM AND DO NOT RAPIDLY EXCRETE IT

In humans and in animals, the results of sodium balance studies consistently demonstrate that in response to short-term salt-loading over approximately one week, normal salt-resistant subjects retain substantial amounts of sodium, just as much and sometimes more than the amounts of sodium retained by either normotensive or hypertensive salt-sensitive subjects (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5). Yet, blood pressure increases little if at all in normal salt-resistant subjects (Figures 2, 3, 4, 5). This observation, that normal salt-resistant subjects acutely retain large amounts of sodium like salt-sensitive subjects, has been made not only in salt-loading studies in which normal salt-resistant controls have been compared to humans or animals with spontaneous forms of salt-sensitivity (Figures 2, 3, 4), but also in salt-loading studies in which normal controls have been compared to animals rendered salt-sensitive by surgical reduction of renal mass (Figure 5). During acute salt-loading sufficient to raise blood pressure in salt-sensitive subjects, normal salt-resistant individuals undergo large increases in external salt balance and continue to retain the excess sodium throughout the period of salt-loading. These observations in acute salt loading studies directly contradict the view that raising salt intake in normal individuals usually has little effect on blood pressure because their kidneys rapidly excrete the excess salt.

According to Hall, during the onset of salt-induced increases in blood pressure (BP), impaired salt excretion in salt-sensitive subjects compared to normal salt-resistant subjects may be subtle and difficult to detect because "in the presence of high BP, the natriuretic handicap disappears, and renal excretory function appears to be normal." This view implies that before high BP is present in salt-sensitive subjects, the natriuretic handicap should be apparent. However, in normotensive salt-sensitive subjects, at no time during salt-loading, either before or after the onset of high BP, are the levels of salt excretion and sodium retention different from those in salt-loaded normal salt-resistant controls. Furthermore, the view expressed by Hall does not explain why blood pressure increases minimally in normal salt-resistant subjects compared to salt-sensitive subjects even when they are given more salt and retain more sodium than salt-sensitive subjects.

THE VIEW THAT INCREASES IN BLOOD PRESSURE ARE "REQUIRED" FOR SALT-SENSITIVE SUBJECTS TO ACHIEVE AND MAINTAIN SODIUM BALANCE

Some investigators contend that in response to increases in salt intake, increases in blood pressure are required for salt-sensitive subjects, but not normal salt-resistant subjects, to achieve and maintain sodium balance (sodium output = sodium intake). It is held that in salt-sensitive subjects ingesting high salt diets, an underlying impairment in renal sodium excretion (abnormal pressure natriuresis) necessitates a compensatory increase in blood
pressure to overcome the altered sodium excretion in order to maintain net sodium balance and prevent volume expansion. However, such a teleological view does not address how a high salt intake increases blood pressure. Nor does it explain why, in normotensive salt-resistant subjects, retention of very large amounts of salt is usually associated with little or no increase in blood pressure.

**IN NORMAL SALT-RESISTANT SUBJECTS, SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES IN TOTAL BODY SODIUM OCCUR DURING CHRONIC SALT LOADING**

In chronic metabolic studies, Titze et al performed measurements of total body sodium and blood pressure in normal salt-resistant Dahl rats, normal salt-resistant Sprague Dawley rats, and salt-sensitive Dahl rats that were fed measured amounts of either a low salt diet or a high salt diet for 4 weeks. In response to the same given increment in total body sodium, blood pressure increased by a factor of 1.5 to 1.8 more in salt-sensitive rats than in normal control rats. Furthermore, Titze et al found that normal salt-resistant rats fed a high salt diet had greater levels of total body sodium and lower levels of blood pressure than salt-sensitive rats fed a low salt diet (Figure 6). Thus, it appears that blood pressure can remain chronically lower in normal salt-resistant rats than in Dahl salt-sensitive rats even when they chronically retain greater amounts of sodium than salt-sensitive rats.

These observations in normotensive salt-resistant rats are supported by the results of detailed metabolic balance studies of humans in which high salt diets were administered for 24 days. Specifically, Heer et al reported that normal subjects chronically retained very large amounts of sodium (1,704 ± 309.8 meq, mean ± SEM) with little or no increase in blood pressure. Furthermore, in long-term salt-loading studies in normal humans conducted over weeks to months, Titze's group found that variations in total body sodium were dissociated from variations in blood pressure.

**IN NORMAL SALT-RESISTANT SUBJECTS, SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES IN BLOOD VOLUME OCCUR DURING ACUTE SALT-LOADING**

In normal salt-resistant animals and humans, short-term salt-loading for a few days to a few weeks, has often been shown to induce substantial increases (~10%) in blood volume and plasma volume. One exception was reported in a short-term salt-loading study in normal dogs (n=6) in which blood volume did not appear to be increased based on only one measurement time point on a single day. However, the meaning of the one-time measurement of blood volume is questionable because in the same dogs, measurements of total body water, stroke volume, and cardiac output were found to be increased on multiple days of the study, including on the first day of salt loading when blood volume was not measured. Furthermore, in normal subjects, acute salt-induced increases in blood volume, stroke volume, and cardiac output are usually just as great as those in salt-sensitive subjects. Thus, with short-term salt-loading, blood volume, stroke volume, and cardiac output increase substantially in normal salt-resistant subjects, just as in salt-sensitive subjects, but blood pressure increases little in the normal subjects. These observations in acute salt-loading studies are directly at odds with the
contention that raising salt intake in normal individuals usually has little effect on blood pressure because they rapidly eliminate the excess salt and undergo little expansion of blood volume.  

IN NORMAL SALT-RESISTANT SUBJECTS, SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES IN BLOOD VOLUME OCCUR DURING CHRONIC SALT-LOADING

In normal, salt-resistant dogs, Gupta et al have reported that chronic administration of a high salt diet (delivering 12.4 mmol Na\(^+\)/kg body weight/day) for six weeks causes very large increases in blood volume (compared to the level of blood volume in normal dogs fed a diet that contains the recommended dietary allowance for sodium in dogs of 0.55 mmol Na\(^+\)/kg body weight/day). In the normal dogs studied by Gupta, chronic salt-loading was observed to increase blood volume by >50% without inducing much if any increase in blood pressure.

Chronic salt-loading studies also indicate that in normal salt-resistant humans, salt-induced increases in blood volume may be chronically sustained during prolonged intake of high salt diets. In normal salt-resistant humans, Heer et al found that after salt intake had been increased from 220 mmol/day up to 660 mmol/day over a 24 day period, blood volume had increased by more than 10% (724 ± 180 mL, P < .05). Yet, during this chronic salt-loading, the increased blood volume was not associated with any chronic effects on systolic or diastolic blood pressure. Thus, the results of both acute and chronic salt-loading studies appear to be at odds with the view that in normal subjects, increasing salt intake induces little increase in blood pressure because their kidneys rapidly excrete the excess salt and their blood volume is hardly altered.

It should also be noted that in normal salt-resistant humans studied for up to 1 year after switching from a low salt intake to a high salt intake, Sullivan et al found substantial salt-induced increases (~20 – 30%) in cardiac index, stroke volume, and end diastolic volume that were sustained for 12 months without increases in mean arterial pressure. In salt-sensitive subjects, salt-induced increases in cardiac index similar in magnitude to those in normal salt-resistant subjects did not appear to be sustained for 12 months. Although Sullivan did not report measurements of blood volume, the cardiac function measurements in the normal salt-resistant subjects suggest that chronic salt loading caused either a sustained or cyclical increase in total blood volume, or redistribution of blood into the central vascular compartment. In acute salt-loading studies in normotensive humans conducted over 7 days, Schmidlin et al observed substantial increases in cardiac output in both salt-resistant and salt-sensitive subjects that were not sustained beyond 3 to 4 days. However, the effects of chronic salt-loading on cardiac output were not reported. In light of the chronic salt-loading studies of Sullivan et al in normal salt-resistant subjects, it is possible that in the normal salt-resistant subjects studied by Schmidlin et al, additional increases in cardiac output might have occurred with continued ingestion of a high salt diet beyond 7 days.
IN SALT-SENSITIVE SUBJECTS, SUBSTANTIAL INCREASES IN BLOOD VOLUME DO NOT APPEAR TO OCCUR DURING CHRONIC SALT-LOADING

In dogs rendered salt-sensitive by surgical reduction of renal mass, Manning, Guyton, and colleagues reported that massive intravenous salt loading (29 mmol Na⁺/kg body weight/day) induced large increases in blood volume over 3 days that were not sustained and could no longer be detected after 7 days or 13 days of chronic salt loading. In other studies carried out in reduced renal mass dogs given 1.2% salt (NaCl) water to drink, Guyton and colleagues were able to detect large increases in blood volume during the first 14 days of oral salt loading that were not sustained and could no longer be detected after 3 to 5 weeks of chronic salt loading. Despite having failed to show significantly greater fluid volume than normal, Guyton and colleagues concluded that in the chronic state in salt-loaded dogs with reduced renal mass, "almost un-measurable increases in extracellular fluid volume, blood volume, and cardiac output seem to be sufficient to cause marked elevation of the arterial pressure." As previously noted, in the salt-loading studies of Sullivan et al in salt-sensitive humans, salt-induced increases in cardiac index also did not appear to be chronically sustained.

It should be noted that Hall and colleagues have indicated that in cases of hypertension induced by administration of a vasoconstrictor, cumulative sodium retention and blood volume may not be greater in hypertensive subjects than in normal controls. However, these investigators and others contend that in cases in which the hypertension is induced by increased salt intake, (e.g., reduced renal mass models of salt-sensitivity or spontaneous forms of salt-sensitivity), salt-sensitive subjects do undergo greater salt-induced increases in sodium balance and blood volume than normal. Yet, the results of acute and chronic studies in humans and animals consistently demonstrate that in normal salt-resistant subjects, the salt-induced increases in sodium retention, blood volume, and cardiac output are similar to, or greater than, those in salt-sensitive subjects.

MODELING THE EFFECTS OF ACUTE AND CHRONIC SALT LOADING ON SODIUM BALANCE AND BLOOD VOLUME IN NORMAL SALT-RESISTANT SUBJECTS

"HumMod" is a Windows-based model of integrative human physiology that was developed by investigators in the physiology department established by Dr. Arthur Guyton. We tested whether HumMod (downloaded April 4, 2015 from www.hummod.org) provides results in accordance with the view that raising salt intake in individuals with normal kidneys usually induces little increase in blood pressure because the kidneys rapidly excrete the excess salt and blood volume is little altered. The HumMod simulation of salt-loading in a normal subject shows that a substantial increase in salt intake (from 30 mmol/day to 500 mmol/day for approximately 1 week) induces substantial increases in sodium balance, blood volume, and cardiac output without inducing much of an effect on blood pressure (Figure 7). When the simulation is extended, the increased levels of sodium balance, blood volume, and cardiac output are largely sustained for at least 60 days (data not shown). Thus, in
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accordance with the results of short-term and long-term salt-loading studies, the HumMod simulation indicates that the failure of salt-loading to increase blood pressure much in normal subjects, either acutely or chronically, is not due to lack of either substantial sodium retention or volume expansion in normal subjects. Further, HumMod simulations indicate that salt-loading increases blood pressure less in normal salt-resistant subjects than in salt-sensitive subjects even when salt-resistant subjects are given ~ three-times more salt than salt-sensitive subjects and undergo greater increases in sodium balance, blood volume, and cardiac output than salt-sensitive subjects (Figure 7). Thus, the results of this computer simulation, like the results of the experimental studies in humans and animals, indicate that the extent to which acute or chronic salt-loading induces increases in sodium retention or blood volume can be dissociated from the extent to which it induces increases in blood pressure.

**IN NORMAL INDIVIDUALS, HOW CAN ACUTE AND CHRONIC INCREASES IN SODIUM BALANCE AND BLOOD VOLUME BE DISSOCIATED FROM EFFECTS ON BLOOD PRESSURE?**

According to Crowley and Coffman, "dissociation of blood pressure from fluid volumes likely reflects complexities of sodium handling not accounted for by Guyton’s hypothesis." However, the dissociation of salt-induced changes in blood pressure from salt-induced changes in blood volume could be explained by alterations in vascular resistance that may not necessarily depend on alterations in renal or extra-renal sodium handling. Normal salt-resistant subjects, acutely and chronically, can sustain large salt-induced increases in sodium balance, blood volume, and cardiac output without increases in blood pressure because they vasodilate and substantially reduce vascular resistance in response to high salt diets. In normal individuals, resistance to the pressor effects of acute or chronic increases in salt intake is not usually due to an ability to rapidly excrete a salt load and prevent substantial increases in sodium balance, blood volume, and cardiac output. Rather, it may be due to reductions in systemic vascular resistance in response to acute and chronic salt-loading mediated largely, or only by, reductions in renal vascular resistance.

It is well recognized that in certain pathophysiologic conditions such as heart failure, increases in sodium balance and fluid volumes do not cause increases in blood pressure. However, it is not widely appreciated that in most normal individuals, substantial increases in sodium balance and blood volume also do not cause increases in blood pressure. In normal individuals, it seems to be the ability to vasodilate and reduce vascular resistance in response to a high salt diet that usually protects them from either acute or chronic salt-induced increases in blood pressure.

Remarkably, in response to increases in salt intake, normal salt-resistant humans can retain substantial amounts of sodium and undergo substantial increases in blood volume, without retaining commensurate amounts of water and without undergoing increases in extracellular fluid volume. Heer et al have suggested that normal subjects might be able to retain substantial amounts of sodium without retaining substantial amounts of water because of a
capacity to store sodium in interstitial spaces where it may be osmotically inactive. Further, Kusche-Vihrog and others have proposed that non-osmotic storage of sodium in the glycocalyx lining of endothelial surfaces may protect against salt-induced increases in blood pressure by impeding sodium ions in plasma from entering endothelial cells. Such impedance of sodium movement may prevent salt-induced increases in endothelial cell sodium concentration that would otherwise cause increases in cell stiffness that interfere with flow-mediated increases in nitric oxide activity and endothelial dependent vasodilation. In addition, Titze and others have indicated that alterations in the storage of non-osmotically active sodium in skin may affect cutaneous vasoreactivity and that this could impact total peripheral resistance and thereby contribute to salt-sensitive hypertension.

**HOW DID THE MISTAKEN VIEW ARISE THAT NORMAL SALT-RESISTANT SUBJECTS RETAIN LESS SODIUM THAN SALT-SENSITIVE SUBJECTS?**

Several factors have contributed to the widely held view that subjects with normal kidneys usually excrete a salt load more rapidly and retain less sodium than salt-sensitive subjects. For example, this view has been, and continues to be prominently supported by influential publications of Lifton, Guyton, and others. However, the studies of these investigators do not compare measurements of cumulative sodium balance between salt-sensitive subjects and normal salt-resistant controls studied during salt-loading. Studies of salt-sensitivity by other prominent investigators also do not include measurements of cumulative sodium balance in normal controls but instead compare salt-sensitive subjects to salt-resistant control subjects with hypertension, or to a collection of salt-resistant hypertensive subjects and salt-resistant normal subjects. Studies by Kawasaki et al and Fujita et al demonstrated that salt-sensitive hypertensive subjects retain more of a salt load than salt-resistant hypertensive subjects, but those studies did not include normal controls, i.e., salt-resistant subjects with normal blood pressure. However, as originally pointed out by Campese et al., and as we have noted elsewhere, comparisons of salt-sensitive subjects to salt-resistant hypertensive subjects cannot be used to judge whether the amount of a sodium load retained by salt-sensitive subjects is normal or abnormal. To make this judgment, it is necessary to compare the results of salt-loading studies in salt-sensitive subjects with those in normal controls (salt-resistant subjects with normal blood pressure).

**IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PATHOGENESIS OF SALT-INDUCED HYPERTENSION**

The results of both acute and chronic salt-loading studies are at odds with the traditional view that normal subjects are salt-resistant because they rapidly excrete the excess salt and undergo very little expansion of blood volume. Further, the results of appropriately controlled studies indicate that salt-induced hypertension is not usually initiated and maintained by the occurrence of greater sodium retention, volume expansion, and increases in cardiac output in salt-sensitive subjects than in salt-loaded normal subjects. Nevertheless, many investigators
seek to align the results of contemporary genetic, immunologic, and other studies of salt-induced hypertension with traditional views on the mechanisms of salt-resistance and salt-sensitivity. The current observations suggest that it might be more useful to align such contemporary research findings with hypotheses which do not hold that normal subjects are resistant to salt-induced hypertension because they undergo little or no increase in sodium balance or blood volume in response to a high salt diet.
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Figure 1.
Hypothetical experimental results reflecting the widely held view\textsuperscript{1–4, 6, 8} that normal subjects excrete a salt load more rapidly and retain less sodium than salt-sensitive subjects (adapted from Brands\textsuperscript{8}). The figure shows presumed changes in sodium balance, i.e., changes in sodium balance envisioned to occur during salt loading in normal subjects and salt-sensitive subjects.\textsuperscript{8} Note that these hypothetical sodium balance results envisioned by Brands\textsuperscript{8} differ from the actual sodium balance results generated in published salt-loading studies of normal subjects and salt-sensitive subjects (shown in Figures 2–6). In referring to the hypothetical results in the figure for salt-resistant normal subjects (depicted by the dotted, orange line), Brands states that the "line shows that sodium excretion normally rises rapidly to match an increase in sodium intake, such that blood pressure changes only minimally."\textsuperscript{8} In referring to the hypothetical results in the figure for salt-sensitive subjects (depicted by the solid, light green line), Brands notes that the line "shows that when renal sodium excretory capability is impaired, sodium balance takes longer to achieve. The result is an increase in extracellular fluid volume and blood pressure."\textsuperscript{8}
Results of studies in normotensive African Americans in which Schmidlin et al measured cumulative sodium retention and mean arterial pressure before and after increasing dietary intake of NaCl from 30 mmol/day to 250 mmol/day (adapted from Schmidlin et al).

During the last 3 days of the low NaCl diet, the salt-resistant normotensive control subjects (n=18) did not differ from the salt-sensitive normotensive subjects (n=19) with respect to mean arterial pressure or cumulative sodium balance. § denotes significant difference between the salt-induced change in arterial pressure in salt-sensitive subjects versus salt-resistant controls.
resistant normal controls on day 1 of high NaCl intake (P < .05) and on day 2 to 7 of high NaCl intake (P < .001). ns, no significant difference in cumulative sodium balance between salt-sensitive subjects and salt-resistant normal controls throughout the 7 day period of salt loading. Significant difference compared to period of low NaCl intake denoted by †, P < .05; *, P < .01. Changes in blood pressure are shown at 4 hour intervals for the first 72 hours and then at 24 hour intervals thereafter. Results are displayed as means and 95% confidence intervals.
Figure 3.
Results of studies in Japanese in which Ishii et al measured cumulative sodium retention and systolic blood pressure in normal salt-resistant subjects and salt-sensitive subjects when dietary intake of NaCl was increased from 6 grams/day (approximately 103 mmol/day) to 15 grams/day (approximately 274 mmol/day) (adapted from Ishii et al.).\textsuperscript{21} ns, no significant difference in cumulative sodium balance between salt-resistant normal controls, 315 ± 23 mmol, and salt-sensitive hypertensive subjects, 319 ± 32 mmol, (means ± SEM). In each
group, sample size is n = 11. ** p < .05 and * p < .01 denote significant differences in blood pressure versus day 0 before salt loading.
Figure 4.
Results of studies in which Hu and Manning measured daily sodium balance and mean arterial pressure before and after increasing salt intake in Dahl salt-resistant (R) rats (n=12) and Dahl salt-sensitive (S) rats (n=8) (adapted from Hu and Manning).31 Low salt intake was provided by a "low-sodium" diet plus intravenous (IV) administration of 0.64 mmol Na\(^+\)/day as 0.3% NaCl, the normal salt intake was provided by a "low-sodium" diet plus IV administration of 1.57 mmol Na\(^+\)/day as 0.9% NaCl, and the high salt intake was provided...
by the "low-sodium" diet plus IV administration of 12.6 mmol Na+/day as 8% NaCl. * P < .01 when S rats are compared with R rats in the same salt intake period.
Figure 5.
Results of studies in which Kanagy and Fink measured daily sodium balance and mean arterial pressure before and after increasing salt intake in Sprague Dawley normal control rats with intact kidneys (n=8) and in Sprague Dawley rats with surgically reduced renal mass (reduced by 80%) (n=7) (adapted from Kanagy and Fink). Normal salt intake was provided by a "sodium-deficient" chow plus IV administration of 2 mmol NaCl per day in 5 mL of water and the high salt intake was provided by the "sodium-deficient" chow plus IV...
administration of 6 mmol NaCl per day in 5 mL of water. * denotes P <.05 group differences in blood pressure.
Figure 6.
Studies by Titze et al demonstrating that lower blood pressure in normal Sprague Dawley rats (n=10) or normal Dahl salt-resistant (R) rats (n=10) than in Dahl salt-sensitive (S) rats (n=10) does not depend on chronic retention of lower amounts of sodium in the normal rats (adapted from Titze et al). Blood pressure was lower in salt-resistant normal rats (Sprague Dawley rats or Dahl R rats) fed a high salt diet than in Dahl S rats fed a low salt diet, even though the salt-resistant rats had significantly greater levels of total body sodium. * denotes
P < .005 compared to Sprague Dawley rats or Dahl R rats and ** denotes P < .005 compared to Sprague Dawley rats and P <.05 compared to Dahl R rats by Holm Sidak analysis.
Figure 7. Results of a computer model simulation with the "HumMod" program\textsuperscript{56} (downloaded April 4, 2015 from www.hummod.org) of a salt-loading experiment in a normal subject (denoted by solid black lines) and in a subject in which nephron number was reduced to 30% of normal (denoted by light orange lines). Before initiating the salt-loading, both subjects were stabilized on a 30 mmol NaCl diet for 90 days. Measurements of mean arterial pressure, cardiac output, total peripheral resistance, blood volume, and total body sodium were recorded during the baseline period on the low salt diet (30 mmol NaCl/day). In the simulated normal subject with intact kidneys, dietary salt intake was increased to 500 mmol/day and the high salt intake continued as shown in the Figure. In the simulated normal subject, blood pressure increased relatively little despite very large increases in total body sodium, blood volume, and cardiac output. In the simulated subject with reduced renal mass, dietary salt intake was increased to 150 mmol/day and the high salt intake continued as
shown in the Figure. Note that blood pressure increased less in the normal subject (solid black line) than in the subject with reduced nephron mass (light orange line), even though the normal subject retained more sodium than did the subject with reduced nephron mass.